MEMBERSHIP GUIDELINES

PAA Chapter and Affiliate Members in good standing:

- Are strongly committed to PAA's vision as detailed in our “Statement of Beliefs.”
- Do not engage in activities that could reasonably be considered as inconsistent with PAA’s “Statement of Beliefs.”*
- Designate one or two people to represent their chapter or affiliate (preferably a current or former public school parent).
- Maintain a reasonable level of participation in PAA activities (this may include attendance at PAA conferences and other events, contributing to online discussions of PAA policy issues, blogs or newsletters, etc.).
- Pay annual dues as set by the Board.
- Document the group's activities in a brief annual report for PAA.
- For chapters that choose to raise funds under PAA’s non-profit umbrella, provide an annual financial report.

*NOTE: PAA affiliates maintain complete control over their own activities; chapters using the PAA name may need to exercise some attention to coordinating their activities and public statements with PAA's national positions and policies. Please contact interim executive director Julie Woestehoff with any questions or concerns in this regard (Julie W@parentsacrossamerica.org). list of basic chapter/affiliate
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